Abstract. This paper analyzes the main problems existing in library titles evaluation mechanisms, points out the anomaly, impact on work and the level of scientific research; proposes that increasing the library service capacity is development needs; discusses how to improve the subject librarian service capabilities, and points out problems existing in raising subject service ability which should be paid attention to.
on relationships. Another condition is that the subject librarian, their educational background is basically higher, they would like to have an advanced title at an early date. They are also trying to send articles by different methods. Conducting research or writing books. Suppose that who will work hard in such condition, if you don't know job and combine theory with practice, most of the articles and books also piece together. They are out of reality. Even if you publish thesis, is the scientific research level really improved? This is a question for our librarians to think about. Writing articles for evaluating titles is not what we need. Some librarians ask for long leave from work for their titles or go out for a walk in class. They have no sense of responsibility. Librarians are full of utilitarian mind, It seems that we have nothing to do with the issue. It does not matter with our service ability and our scientific research level .《Xinhua Digest 》 as the authoritative academic information publication throughout the countries. Important achievements in various social sciences are reprinted. But it seldom reprints professional articles in libraries. It shows that our level of research is not high. It doesn't produce extensive social influence. Writing articles for evaluating articles, the level of scientific research is hard to improve.
Improve the Ability of Subject Service
The subject service of college library has already become improved the service level of the library, main means of improving service effects. Only by continuously improving the service ability of subject librarians can they adapt to the development of new libraries. The service ability of subject mainly include : subject information ability, information literacy educational ability. information technology application ability, teaching scientific research ability and professional ability.
Not only to Enhance Our Professional Knowledge and Professional Ability, but also to Carry Out Digital Source Navigation Service. Digital resources are increasing year by year, which is a great challenge for librarians. Not only have the ability to obtain information and analysis information and the ability to provide targeted information services. So the librarians construct internet resource navigation system according to the personal demand of targeted service. Solve the contradiction between limited energy of service objects and massive information of network.
Develop Embedded Discipline Services. The embedded discipline services is a new service means which organically integrates into the user's physical or virtual space. Most accurately reflects the service concept centered on user. Physical space refers to the adjustment and expansion of the internal and external space of the library. Virtual space mainly refers to the network teaching platform, browser, blogand common websites. The main content of subject service covers six aspects: faculty relation, knowledge information service, literature resources guarantee, information literacy education, full aspects of subject consultation. Space of study and mutual communication.
Construct Subject Service Team. Subject service include two aspects: one is thepersonal service according to the subject divided. Another is the subject contact and to provide professional service. Not only the librarians have solid professional theory language but also the strong scientific research ability. They should have selfless dedication and strong communication ability and team cooperation ability. Because the subject services involve a wide range of content and depth and it requires a team with a clear division of work to complete it. No excellent service ability is hard to competent. Or the subject service only remain traditional low level. The library should construct subject service team to improve service ability.
Define the Responsibilities of a Service Team. In any job, be sure to define your responsibilities and avoid mutual prevarication. The responsibilities of subject librarian is changing with the needs of users, service means, technical means, the allocation of resources, in addition to some traditional service should add the following two functions, one is to strengthen the construction of resources, the two is to strengthen the cyber source navigation Job Evaluation Should Increase the Amount of Work Performance. The job performance and ability of subject librarians are often considered in job evaluation. Because, whether it is to provide discipline service librarians, or every day adhere to the front-line to provide daily service teachers,
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there are not enough time for research and energy. If we only value scientific research, it is unfair to them. In the United States, the title is only a reference condition, in the process of engagement, the ability to work is the primary consideration, so that subject librarians or librarians have more time and energy to improve their ability to discipline services
The Title Evaluation and Separation. "Evaluation" is just the academic level of certification, "employment" is the embodiment of the actual ability. Strengthening work, played down the title, good is more important than the title; Widely implemented post appointment system in university library, but basically is going through the motions, and didn't have proper incentive effect. The worker is promoted in the title, get all sorts of interests at the same time, should also pay the corresponding , complete the corresponding work hard, but in fact, some people do not bear the corresponding responsibilities, after promotion work more relaxed, service consciousness weak, majority is holding the title mix it then does not have trouble back at home, more have no sense of crisis, title for life did not have the corresponding incentive effect, must be carried out on evaluation and employment separation, and strengthen the management to change; In personal ability. Work performance as an important standard of post appointment, open class, which can motivate librarians to complete their work, but also to arouse the enthusiasm of the service of subject librarian in China.
Establish Performance Appraisal System and Perfect the Mechanism of Professional Titles Evaluation. The performance evaluation standards shall be determined according to the nature of the Department and the responsibilities of the individual. On line service window of the librarian, subject librarian service, should be appropriate to consider the policy tilt, their performance and the operational capacity of title assessment, incentive subject librarians to complete their work, not only academic level up(the theory),the actual work ability of business service capacity, have to keep up with. performance appraisal should be carried out in terms of working ability, scientific research achievements and social benefits. As shown in Fig. 1 .
The social benefits are not good evaluation considering its application prospect and the oretical significance, and consider the work performance and content, only for scientific achievements without much work performance, workload lack of librarians, employed the title should be downgraded, at least than the evaluation Title Low Level 1;for the performance, level of progress the librarian award. 
We Should Pay Attention to the Problems of Improving the Ability of Subject Service
To Carry Out a Variety Multi Channel Training. The titles to research articles, although no ground for blame, but not all librarians can write articles written # professional library, the librarians library is asked to keep on learning, for all librarians to carry out a variety of business training and continuing education, especially the subject librarian; to replenish the outside of the professional the knowledge of the development potential of library should give full play to the subject librarian; improve the professional ability of the subject librarian, can improve the pertinence and effectiveness of subject librarian service, users more quickly obtain knowledge The Service Ability of Introducing High-level Talents and Cultivating High-level Talents in Libraries. Library lacks high-level talents. To improve the library's academic service capabilities, the most direct way is the introduction of high-level talents, but for the ordinary university libraries it is of great difficulty. Another way is to cultivate the museum Senior titles to improve their academic service capabilities.
The title assessment of the library staff to enhance the quality is of a certain positive significance, at the same time it's of many benefits, but what does it lead to? No attainments; we get a lot, but whether what we do equals what do we have to do with us? Are we worthy of our conscience? Some people think that it is easy to wait for retirement, which is caused by the management mechanism of the library, so the library should take measures to let senior staff Play a positive role. In the foreign countries, the senior titles focus on the overall contribution to the library, rather than the completion of daily work; in the application of senior titles one must pass the defense, the main content of the defense includes work performance, service capacity, academic level. Many of the senior titles in our library are thinking about whether they are conducive to the development of the individual in terms of their work and research. They rarely consider how to improve the service ability and service level, and lack the overall concept. The judges do not need a defense.
Summary
Title evaluation not only involves people's vital interests and social academic research atmosphere, the work of the library also has a great impact, especially for the library's academic services far-reaching, library service grade upgrade mainly rely on excellent library Staff, only their ability to improve their services to meet the user's diverse, personalized information needs, but also to improve the library's core competitiveness. How to do job title assessment work, to create a fair and equitable assessment of the environment, to restore the title of purity, is a worthy subject.
